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Hippocampal abnormalities of glutamate/glutamine, N-acetylaspartate and choline in patients with depression are related to past illness burden
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Introduction

The hippocampus is considered a crucial brain region within the limbic system, playing a determinant role in emotion regulation and in major depressive disorder (MDD).1 It is also a highly stress-sensitive structure, since a dysregulation of glucocorticoid secretion in stress-induced situations — and the accompanying increased activity of excitatory amino acid neurotransmitters — could result in either potentially reversible remodelling or irreversible cell damage in the hippocampus of
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patients with MDD. There is considerable evidence suggesting that the hippocampus could be seriously affected in patients with depression. Two meta-analyses concluded that the hippocampus was bilaterally smaller in people with MDD than matched controls. Numerous studies have linked such volume reductions to greater severity of depression, younger age at onset of illness, greater number of previous episodes or nonresponsiveness to treatment.

In contrast, little is known about the neuropathological hippocampal changes that underlie the past burden of illness in patients with MDD. Few postmortem works have proven cellular loss in the hippocampus of depressed patients, but reports are consistent about more subtle abnormalities in neurons and glia, such as those showing reductions in neuronal soma size and in neuropil (i.e., the dense tangle of axon terminals, dendrites and glial cell processes). These deficiencies in the cellular integrity and potential cellular loss in the hippocampus should be indirectly detectable by proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), as it is a noninvasive neuroimaging technique that allows in vivo quantification of diverse metabolites in localized brain regions. Glutamate/glutamine (Glx or Glu/Gln, respectively), choline-containing compounds (Cho) or N-acetylaspartate (NAA) are some of the metabolites measurable by MRS that are most commonly implicated in MDD. Glutamate-related metabolites mainly represent the intracellular pool contained in pyramidal glutamatergic neurons and glia, particularly in astrocytes. Therefore, decreases on that signal may account for defects in these cellular lines. Resonance of Cho can be conceived as an indirect measure of membrane turnover. Primarily present in neurons, NAA is suggested to be a marker of neuronal viability and functionality.

In last decade, a large and compelling body of literature on biochemical changes in MDD has appeared, but only a few works have focused on the hippocampus, sometimes leading to inconsistent conclusions. Two studies reported diminished levels of Glx within the head of the left hippocampus in severely ill patients with treatment-resistant depression and untreated patients with first-episode depression, although a subsequent study by Milne and colleagues was unable to confirm such a finding. With regard to Cho concentrations, patients with treatment-resistant depression or with previous recurrences have been shown to have a greater spectroscopic signal in the hippocampus, although other authors have reported low or normal Cho levels in patients with a current depressive episode, with subsequent increases after successful response to electroconvulsive therapy or pharmacological treatment. Previous studies of hippocampal levels of NAA have failed to observe deficiencies in depressed patients despite alterations in neuroplasticity and/or neurogenesis having been repeatedly suggested to underlie MDD. Nevertheless, some works have revealed increases in NAA levels associated with treatment response.

Some of the inconsistencies among the studies can be attributed to methodological issues (e.g., the lack of consideration for structural differences on the region studied) whereas others can be related to clinical differences of the samples included. In fact, the influence of relevant illness course variables (e.g., duration of illness, number of previous episodes, age at onset of illness) on metabolite changes has not been well established until now. Our group recently reported abnormalities in Glu, NAA and Cho that were consistently related to the course of illness within the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) of patients with MDD, supporting the idea that greater past illness burden (measured by longer illness duration, earlier onset of illness, recurrences and treatment resistance) entails more defects in cellular neurochemistry.

The present study investigated whether alterations of Glx, NAA and Cho levels in the left and right hippocampus differed between patients with MDD in distinct stages of illness and healthy controls, as previously observed in the vmPFC. We hypothesized that a substantial past illness burden would imply more metabolite abnormalities in the medial temporal region, independent of mood state.

**Methods**

**Participants**

A group of right-handed adult patients with MDD (DSM-IV-TR criteria) underwent a specifically designed magnetic resonance protocol. We recruited them from the outpatient service of the Department of Psychiatry, Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau, Barcelona, Spain, as part of a bigger project whose main purpose was to establish in vivo neuroimaging markers of clinical illness burden. Most of the patients included in the present study were different from those included in previous work by our group (only 11 patients were used in both studies), as the quality of spectra varied considerably from vmPFC to medial temporal volume-of-interest (VOI) locations. Patients were split into 3 different groups. One comprised depressed participants with greater past illness burden (≥ 3 previous episodes of MDD) who were euthymic (score < 8 on the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression [HAM-D]) in at least the 6 months preceding the study (remitted-recurrent group). The second group comprised patients who had a chronic depressive disorder and whose last episode had a duration of more than 2 years, with no response to several antidepressants (treatment-resistant/chronic group). The third group comprised patients with a newly diagnosed first episode of depression who were currently depressed and being treated at the time of scanning. The first-episode group was representative of depressed patients with low illness burden (i.e., no previous episodes, shorter illness duration and later age at onset of illness), and participants were of similar age to those in the rest of the groups. Likewise, we recruited right-handed healthy controls with comparable age and sex distribution to that in the patient groups from among restaurant staff, technical support workers and graduate students at Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau. Controls received monetary compensation for their participation. Exclusion criteria for controls were lifetime psychiatric diagnoses, first-degree relatives with psychiatric diagnoses and clinically important physical or neurologic illness. We conducted semistructured interviews for all participants to collect demographic and clinical information, including comorbid Axis I conditions according to
DSM-IV-TR criteria. Experienced clinical staff assessed current depressive symptoms using the HAM-D. Participants with a history of head injury, neurologic illness, alcohol or substance abuse were excluded from the study. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Board of Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau and was carried out in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants provided informed consent after a full explanation of the study protocol.

**MRS scanning procedure**

We obtained MRS images using a 3 T Philips Achieva scanner (software version 2.1.3.2) and a SENSE 8-channel head coil with a dedicated acquisition protocol. This included a 3-dimensional magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gradient echo (3D-MPRAGE) whole-brain sequence (turbo field echo, repetition time [TR] 6.7 ms, echo time [TE] 3.1 ms, voxel size $1 \times 1 \times 1.2$), on which $^1$H-MRS (single-voxel spectroscopy with point resolved excitation spin-echo sequence; TR 2000 ms, TE 38 ms, numbers of signals averaging 128, VOI $2 \times 2 \times 2$ cm, AutoWS-Prescan) images were obtained from the left and right medial temporal regions (Fig. 1, left side). First, borders of hippocampal voxels were aligned to the head of the hippocampus bilaterally as the anterior edge on the sagittal view. Then, the medial edge was set to be lateral to the medial border of the right and left hippocampus using the coronal series. Therefore, VOIs included the head of the hippocampus and surrounding white and grey matter, as well as cerebrospinal fluid (CSF).

The $^1$H-MRS raw data were exported and then post-processed using LCModel. This is an external reference method that provides concentrations (in millimoles) of the single metabolite peaks. For the purposes of the present study, we included the following metabolites: Glx (Glu/Gln peak, mainly dominated by Glu$^{15}$), NAA (N-acetylaspartate + N-acetylaspartate-glutamate) and Cho (glycerophosphocholine and phosphocholine compounds). Apart from standard manufacturer’s quality assurance, weekly acquisitions of a home-built NAA phantom were also performed. All spectra were fit with LCModel (percent standard deviation [SD%] based on the Cramér–Rao lower bound), evaluated by an experienced observer (B.G.A.), and only good quality spectra (SD < 20% for quantifications of the main metabolites) were accepted (see Fig. 1, right side, for a representative $^1$H-MRS). We used absolute metabolite levels instead of ratios with creatine to avoid a bias through systematic drifts in the magnitude of the creatine resonance, as suggested by previous studies.

**VOI tissue segmentation and total hippocampal volume**

To control for the effect of potential structural differences in the region studied, we assessed tissue composition within the VOIs and total hippocampal volume as follows. The amount of each tissue — grey matter, white matter and CSF — was quantified for each VOI, so the scans were first separated in the 3 different tissues using SPM8 software (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) running under MATLAB 7.8.0 (MathWorks). We then manually reoriented the scans according to Montreal Neurological Institute space, aligning the anterior and posterior commissure in the same axis. When the images were segmented we used the “native space” option, which produces a tissue class image ($c^*$) in the same anatomical space of the original nonsegmented image. After that, the VOI of 2 cm$^3$ was resituated in the original images using ITK-SNAP software version 2.0.26

Finally, the mask of each participant was multiplied by his or her own image for the 3 required tissues using MATLAB, and then we quantified the volume of the resulting multiplied images. Following this procedure, we obtained the amount of grey matter, white matter and CSF of the left and right hippocampi.
right VOI. Measurement of hippocampal volumes was conducted automatically for all the participants using FreeSurfer image analysis software (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). Further details of the procedure used can be found elsewhere.\(^a\)

### Statistical analysis

We performed statistical analyses using SPSS software version 18. We compared the demographic and clinical characteristics of the groups using 1-way analysis of variance or non-parametric tests, as appropriate. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy measures were analyzed using multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA; 1 per side), with group as the between-subjects factor, metabolite values as the dependent variables and total hippocampal volumes and VOI tissue differences as covariates. We considered these results to be significant at \(p < 0.05\). Subsequently, metabolites exhibiting significant differences in the MANCOVA were included in bivariate correlation analyses to explore the influence of clinical variables. Given the exploratory purposes of the correlation analyses and the risk of type I errors associated with multiple parametric tests, as appropriate. Magnetic resonance comparisons, all patients with MDD were examined together, and we considered results to be significant at \(p < 0.01\).

### Results

We recruited 60 adult patients with MDD (20 in the remitted-recurrent group, 20 in the treatment-resistant/chronic group and 20 in the first-episode group) and 20 controls for participation in this study. After visual assessment of the spectra, 87.5% of the participants recruited had results that were adequate for analysis. The average SD% of included spectra was of 12% for Glx, 9% for NAA and 4.2% for Cho. An exploratory analysis showed that the assumption of homoscedasticity among study groups was satisfied for all metabolites \((p > 0.05)\). On the basis of this assessment, our final sample included 52 patients with MDD (14 in the first-episode group, 18 in the remitted-recurrent group and 20 in the treatment-resistant/chronic group) and 16 healthy controls.

Demographic and clinical data are summarized in Table 1. After selection of good spectra, the 4 groups did not significantly differ in age or in sex. Antidepressant treatment was not distributed similarly across the patient groups. Treatment-resistant/chronic patients received more second-line antidepressants, antipsychotics, mood stabilizers and combined regimens than the other patients.

Table 2 displays absolute hippocampal volumes across the participant groups. There were significant group effects for the left \((F = 4.5, p = 0.006)\) and the right hippocampus \((F = 6.1, p = 0.001)\), with smaller volumes in the remitted-recurrent group \((p = 0.039)\) and the treatment-resistant/chronic group \((p < 0.001; \text{left } p = 0.004)\) than in the first-episode group. Table 2 also includes the percentage of white matter, grey matter and CSF segmentations of the selected VOIs. Both white and grey matter segments differed among the

### Table 1: Participant demographic and clinical characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Control, (n = 16)</th>
<th>First-episode depression, (n = 14)</th>
<th>Remitted-recurrent depression, (n = 18)</th>
<th>Treatment-resistant/chronic depression, (n = 20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex, % female</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, yr</td>
<td>43.4 (9.1)</td>
<td>42.5 (8.7)</td>
<td>47.3 (9)</td>
<td>49.6 (7.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of education</td>
<td>14.2 (3.1)</td>
<td>13.8 (3.3)</td>
<td>13.4 (3.1)</td>
<td>13.2 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at onset, yrt‡</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>41.8 (8.7)</td>
<td>26.3 (9.4)</td>
<td>27.9 (8.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of illness, mo†‡</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>6.8 (4.3)</td>
<td>245.8 (125.9)</td>
<td>280.3 (142.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of previous episodes‡†</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1.0 (0)</td>
<td>5.1 (4.7)</td>
<td>6.0 (6.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAM-D at scanning†§¶**</td>
<td>2.8 (1.4)</td>
<td>12.6 (7.4)</td>
<td>2.6 (1.5)</td>
<td>20.9 (4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment, %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antidepressant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSRI or SSNRI†</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>85.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCA or MAOI‡</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others†‡</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination†§¶</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No antidepressant</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabilizer‡</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antipsychotic†§¶</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzodiazepine</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Antipsychotic = mainly atypical antipsychotics associated with antidepressants; Combination = designs concomitant use of antidepressants with different mechanisms of action (e.g., SSRI with reboxetine); HAM-D = Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; †MAOI = monoamine oxidase inhibitors; NA = not applicable; Others = noradrenaline reuptake inhibitors, noradrenaline and dopamine reuptake inhibitors, tetracyclic antidepressants, mirtazapine, mellaril or trazodone; SD = standard deviation; SSNRI = selective serotonin and noradrenaline reuptake inhibitors; SSRI = selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors; Stabilizer = includes anticonvulsants and mostly lithium; TCA = tricyclic antidepressant.

*Unless otherwise indicated.
†Significant differences between first-episode and remitted-recurrent depression.
‡Significant differences between first-episode and treatment-resistant/chronic depression.
§Significant differences between first-episode depression and control.
¶Significant differences between treatment-resistant/chronic and remitted-recurrent depression.
**Significant differences between treatment-resistant/chronic depression and control.
This case, between-subject effects were significant for Glx at a trend level (grey matter) or hippocampal volume (cerebrospinal fluid) or hippocampal volume (controls) significantly higher in patients with treatment-resistant/chronic depression than in those with first-episode depression or in healthy controls (all comparisons $p < 0.001$), but no effect for either white matter ($p = 0.58$ for grey matter ($F = 1.3, p = 0.28$) or hippocampal volume ($F = 1.2, p = 0.31$). Between-subjects effects appeared for Glx ($F = 2.7, p = 0.05$), NAA ($F = 6.6, p = 0.001$) and Cho ($F = 6.8, p < 0.001$). Bonferroni post hoc analyses showed significantly lower values of Glx and NAA in patients with remitted-recurrent and treatment-resistant/chronic depression than in controls ($p < 0.025$). Concentrations of Cho showed the opposite pattern ($p < 0.001$), where the highest values were observed in treatment-resistant/chronic depression and the lowest in first-episode depression and healthy controls (all $p < 0.034$).

The 1-way MANCOVA for the left VOI also indicated a group effect ($F = 2.6, p = 0.007$), regardless of tissue composition ($F = 1.2, p = 0.33$ for white matter and $F = 1.7, p = 0.17$ for grey matter) or hippocampal volume ($F = 1.1, p = 0.36$). In this case, between-subject effects were significant for Glx ($F = 2.7, p = 0.049$) and Cho ($F = 4.9, p = 0.004$) and for NAA at a trend level ($F = 2.5, p = 0.07$). Cho levels were significantly higher in patients with treatment-resistant/chronic depression than in those with first-episode depression or in controls ($p = 0.006$ and $p = 0.025$, respectively), and Glx concentrations were significantly lower in patients with treatment-resistant/chronic depression than in controls ($p = 0.024$). Other post hoc analyses did not reach significance.

### Influence of clinical variables

As shown in Figure 3, higher Cho concentrations were related to longer illness duration (right VOI $r = 0.30, p = 0.028$; left VOI $r = 0.38, p = 0.004$) and to more previous episodes (right VOI $r = 0.46, p = 0.001$; left VOI $r = 0.44, p = 0.001$). On the other hand, diminished levels of Glx were correlated with longer illness duration (left VOI $r = -0.34, p = 0.008$). To ensure that outliers were not responsible for the whole effect, we performed nonparametric Spearman rho correlations with the same variables, and the results were confirmed for Cho but not for Glx (data not shown). By contrast, concentrations of NAA did not correlate with any of the clinical variables ($p > 0.10$), nor was there a significant association between metabolite levels and HAM-D scores in our sample ($p > 0.20$).

### Discussion

Our data indicated that patients with MDD whose course of illness was characterized by multiple relapses or a chronic evolution presented lower levels of Glx and NAA than healthy controls, especially in the right medial temporal region. When patients with greater illness burden were compared with patients with a more benign course of MDD (i.e., first episode, later onset and shorter duration), differences emerged in both hemispheres for Cho concentrations, whereas patients with treatment-resistant/chronic illness displayed the highest levels. Changes of Glx and Cho peaks correlated in the opposite direction with a longer duration of illness, and higher Cho concentrations were also consistently associated with more previous depressive episodes.

Selected VOIs were situated in a medial temporal region

### Table 2: Bilateral hippocampal volumes and proportions of grey matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid of left and right medial temporal voxels of interest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Control, $n = 16$</th>
<th>First-episode depression, $n = 14$</th>
<th>Remitted-recurrent depression, $n = 18$</th>
<th>Treatment-resistant/chronic depression, $n = 20$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hippocampal volume, mean (SD) mm$^3$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>4055.1 (419.7)</td>
<td>4280.3 (482.4)</td>
<td>3924.2 (494.5)</td>
<td>3767.3 (460.5)$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>4157.9 (323.1)</td>
<td>4458.7 (427.8)</td>
<td>4045.9 (568.4)$^†$</td>
<td>3858.3 (355.5)$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue segmentation, %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left VOI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey matter</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>74.81$§$</td>
<td>70.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White matter</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>19.81$§$</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebrospinal fluid</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right VOI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey matter</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>70.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White matter</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>21.22$§$</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebrospinal fluid</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD = standard deviation; VOI = volumes of interest.

*Significant differences between first-episode and treatment-resistant/chronic depression (left $p = 0.004$; right $p < 0.001$).
†Significant differences between first-episode and remitted-recurrent depression ($p = 0.039$).
§Significant differences between remitted-recurrent and treatment-resistant/chronic depression (left VOI: grey matter $p = 0.018$, white matter $p = 0.014$; right VOI: white matter $p = 0.009$).
$^\dagger$Significant differences between remitted-recurrent and treatment-resistant/chronic depression (left VOI: grey matter $p = 0.011$, white matter $p = 0.003$; right VOI: white matter $p = 0.033$).
that mainly included the head of the hippocampus. Converging evidence from clinical and preclinical studies underlines the central role of this highly stress-sensitive brain structure on MDD. Volumetric hippocampal reductions have been replicated in depressed patients, and they are preferentially observed in patients with an earlier onset of illness, recurrent evolution or treatment refractoriness; as confirmed by our present results.

On the other hand, scant literature on hippocampus neuro-pathological analyses of patients with MDD reveals increases in the mean densities of neurons and glia contrasting with reductions in neuronal soma size and diminished levels of neurotrophic and astrocyte viability markers, which have been putatively related to dysfunctional adult hippocampal neurogenesis. An earlier study observed neuronal loss in CA1 and CA4 regions, but the phenomenon, although convincing, was only moderate. However, reductions in neurotrophic and astrocyte viability markers have been putatively related to dysfunctional adult hippocampal neurogenesis.

Moreover, reductions in neuronal soma size and diminished levels of neurotrophic and astrocyte viability markers have been putatively related to dysfunctional adult hippocampal neurogenesis. An earlier study observed neuronal loss in CA1 and CA4 regions, but the phenomenon, although convincing, was only moderate. However, reductions in neurotrophic and astrocyte viability markers have been putatively related to dysfunctional adult hippocampal neurogenesis.
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**Fig. 2:** Absolute metabolite concentrations (glutamate/glutamine [Glx], N-acetylaspartate [NAA] and choline [Cho]) in left and right medial temporal regions of healthy controls and patients with first-episode, remitted-recurrent or treatment-resistant/chronic depression. Group means are displayed as horizontal lines. The *p* values are derived from Bonferroni post hoc tests. (Top) The Glx levels in patients with treatment-resistant/chronic depression were 14% lower than those in controls (*p* = 0.024, Cohen *d* = 0.81). The Cho concentrations in patients with treatment-resistant/chronic depression were 19% higher than those in patients with a first episode (*p* = 0.006, Cohen *d* = 1.89) and 12% higher than those in controls (*p* = 0.025, Cohen *d* = 0.88). Differences of NAA did not reach statistical significance. (Bottom) The Glx levels in patients with treatment-resistant/chronic depression were 15% lower than those in controls (*p* = 0.008, Cohen *d* = 1.04), and their NAA levels were 21% lower than those in controls (*p* < 0.001, Cohen *d* = 1.11). The Glx levels in patients with remitted-recurrent depression were 14% lower than those in controls (*p* = 0.025, Cohen *d* = 1.05), and their NAA levels were 17% lower than those in controls (*p* = 0.002, Cohen *d* = 1.04). The Cho concentrations in patients with treatment-resistant/chronic depression were 13% higher than those in patients with a first episode (*p* = 0.002, Cohen *d* = 0.9) and 6% higher than those in controls (*p* = 0.034, Cohen *d* = 0.4).
It has been assumed that Glx signal reflects the status of glia and pyramidal glutamatergic neurons. In the present study, the pattern of reduced Glx concentrations seen in the patients with treatment-resistant/chronic and remitted-recurrent depression was not apparent in patients presenting for a first episode, suggesting that long-lasting depressive history may have an important influence on the glial integrity and glutamatergic metabolism of the hippocampus. The presence of diminished Glx levels in patients with remitted-recurrent illness in our sample extends the previously reported findings, emphasizing the possibility that these abnormalities can remain within the hippocampus after resolution of a depressive episode.

A quite similar pattern of lower concentrations in chronic and recurrent forms of MDD was observed for NAA in our sample. N-acetylaspartate has been described as a sensitive marker of neuronal functionality/viability, and defects on that signal could reflect damage or loss of neurons, reductions of interneuronal neuropil, neuronal or axonal metabolic dysfunction or some combination of these processes. Reductions of NAA have been observed in patients with bipolar and pediatric depression, but there is no consistent agreement for altered NAA levels in the hippocampus in previous MRS studies of adult unipolar depression. The lack of control for VOI tissue composition in some of these studies might represent a serious limitation, which we attempted to

![Fig. 3: Scatter plots showing correlation of choline levels within the left and right medial temporal regions of depressed patients (n = 52) with duration of illness and number of previous episodes. Bold and dotted lines represent the interpolation lines and their 95% confidence intervals, respectively. VOI = volumes of interest.](image-url)
However, in light of our results, excessive levels of Cho levels seem to be necessary for recovery from depression. In fact, it would be possible that increases in Cho peak occur at the expense of membrane precursors (as phosphocholine) during initial stages of treatment and at the expense of degradation products (as glycerophosphocholine) in patients with chronic depression that is unresponsive to treatment, although current MRS techniques do not allow this distinction to be made.

Abnormalities of Glx, NAA and Cho signal described herein within the hippocampus are in accordance with those reported in the vmPFC in a previous study of our group composed of patients in different stages of MDD.14 Alterations in vmPFC cellular neurochemistry were also consistently related to illness-course variables. The well-established structural and functional connection between the hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus and prefrontal areas — all strongly linked with the physiopathology of mood disorders1 — may explain the similarity of metabolite alterations observed in our 2 studies. In fact, these, particularly the hippocampus, are known to play an important role in the response to stress, being extremely sensitive to its potential neurotoxic effects under chronic stress conditions. Glial and neuronal pathology and remodelling processes — as reflected by reductions of Glx and NAA and by increases in Cho, respectively — in both the vmPFC and medial temporal region of patients with MDD would then be considered a phenomenon associated with the burden of the disease.

Although other studies have reflected metabolite changes associated with treatment response or symptom severity, we did not obtain similar results. Our sample included a variety of patients, some of them entirely comparable in terms of age at onset of illness and illness duration but extremely different in terms of symptomatic state (treatment-resistant/chronic v. remitted-recurrent), who finally displayed notable similarities on metabolite abnormalities. This is a preliminary cross-sectional study designed to explore the role of past illness burden on brain metabolites, but we do not rule out the possibility of an association between metabolite resonances and symptoms from alternative approaches (e.g., analysis of specific groups of patients, longitudinal designs).

**Limitations**

There are some methodological limitations of this study that need to be mentioned. First, the hippocampus is a complex anatomic region that often entails spectral quality–related problems. However, MRS data were acquired using a 3 T magnetic resonance scanner, which provides a higher signal-to-noise ratio and better separation among metabolite peaks than commonly used 1.5 or 2 T scanners. Second, the present study was spatially limited to the anterior region of the hippocampus, and it remains to be clarified whether our results could be extrapolated to the whole structure. Nonetheless, we report data for both hemispheres in contrast to many previous works that have centred exclusively on the left temporal
region.12-15 Third, a systematic bias in voxel placement/selection could have given rise to different tissue composition of the VOIs among the groups and accounted for differences in the measured spectra. To overcome this potential limitation, we controlled for VOI tissue segmentation in the main analyses. Fourth, the sample comprised a fairly large number of individuals, including healthy controls and a representative, well-characterized group of outpatients in different stages of illness, but the cross-sectional nature of the study should lead us to be cautious in interpreting the findings. Longitudinal studies are warranted to provide definitive evidence of the role of illness burden on brain metabolites in patients with MDD. Finally, the lack of a drug washout period represents an additional limitation. Given that the hypothesis to be tested required the inclusion of severely ill outpatients, there were inherent ethical challenges (e.g., patients’ conditions could worsen without medication). Moreover a washout period that was not long enough might have yielded metabolic changes related more to psychotropic withdrawal than with the illness, per se. To address these challenges, we decided to maintain medication in all patients and recruited an age- and sex-matched group of patients treated for a first episode as well as a non-treated healthy control group. The presence of treatment did not entail substantial metabolic differences between these latter groups. But, as might have been expected, patients with treatment-resistant/chronic illness more often received combined treatments (more than 1 antidepressant and/or atypical antipsychotics). For their part, patients with remitted-recurrent or first-episode depression received an almost equivalent antidepressant regimen, although the former group had a longer history of treatment. Nevertheless, the direction of the metabolic changes observed in our sample fit in with previous studies based on medication-free patients.12,13 Altogether, these comments suggest that the abnormalities described in the present study cannot be merely attributable to the treatment itself.

Conclusion

Our data support the notion that metabolite alterations within the hippocampus are more pronounced in patients with MDD whose clinical evolution is characterized by recurrences and/or chronicity. This adds further evidence to the link between hippocampal formation and the potential neurotoxic effects of stress and depression, suggesting that abnormalities in Glx, NAA and Cho spectra are closely related to the past burden of illness. Defects of glial/neuronal integrity and membrane turnover could underlie the metabolic changes reported herein, although further research is needed to establish the specific cellular processes involved in MDD over the course of the illness.
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